Partner with the INI

The Information Networking Institute (INI) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) educates and develops engineers through technical, interdisciplinary master’s degree programs in information networking, security and mobile and IoT engineering that incorporate business and policy perspectives.

Student Engagement

Recruitment: Internships and Full-Time
By fusing business and policy with technical expertise, the INI’s interdisciplinary programs uniquely position graduates for next generation careers at the pulse of the tech industry.

INI Career Services can connect you with an array of recruitment opportunities:

- Promote open positions through free job postings and candidate engagement
- Attend on-campus interview days, technical career fairs and exclusive INI networking events
- Present a Tech Talk or Information Session

Classroom Connections
World-class faculty and talented students meet in CMU’s classrooms every day. We can provide logistical support and connections to enable you to join them in a variety of ways, including:

- Serve as a guest speaker during a class
- Host a corporate site visit for students

Sponsored Student Activities
We can connect you with sponsorship opportunities related to INI’s dynamic student activities, such as:

- Capture the Flag (CTF) and hackathons
- Targeted INI student events with Women@INI and Graduate Organization@INI

Practicum Sponsorship
Bridging the gap between theory and practice, the Practicum matches INI student teams with corporate, government and research sponsors on a project in areas like computing, mobile systems and security. The student teams tackle problems, pilot new ideas and develop solutions for sponsors in projects that range from fundamental research to software development.

A CMU Educational Project Agreement and financial investment is required (government organizations excluded), the amount depending on the sponsoring organization.

Project Examples:

- **Ericsson**: Traffic Monitoring with Volumetric Display and Holograms
- **Google**: Physical Space Change Analysis Through Vibration Sensing
- **Citi**: Identification of Executive Impersonation on Social Media
- **NASA**: Optimization of Airport Surface Planning and Scheduling
- **Visa**: Anti Reverse-Engineering JavaScript Obfuscation Engine

Learn More:

ini-practicum@andrew.cmu.edu

cmu.edu/ini/recruiters-companies/practicum

Contact Us

cmu.edu/ini/recruiters-companies
ini-careerservices@andrew.cmu.edu

Education Opportunities
Earn your master’s degree at the INI! We offer programs in information networking, security and mobile and IoT engineering. Part-time and spring start options, and financial support is available.

info@ini.cmu.edu

INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION NETWORKING
Carnegie Mellon University
5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Phone: 412.268.7195
www.cmu.edu/ini